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At the official dedication of the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe on 10 May 2005 in Berlin, Lea Rosh, a German journalist who launched and led the long-lasting campaign for the erection of this contentious monument, herself became a source of extreme controversy. During her impassioned speech, held in front of a large and engaged audience including Holocaust survivors, their relatives and Jewish religious authorities, Rosh held up a tooth and informed those attending that the molar, which she had carried in her purse since 1988, would be embedded into the newly erected Holocaust memorial. Found seventeen years earlier at the site of the former extermination camp in Bełżec, Poland, the tooth was to be fixed into one of the monument’s 2,711 pillars. This decision, according to Rosh, had been discussed with a rabbi and agreed upon with the monument’s designer, Peter Eisenman, although the executive office of the Memorial Foundation had not necessarily been consulted. It sparked off a heated debate. Centred on the tooth, its unsettling presence at the Berlin ceremony, its daunting provenance and its problematic status as a remnant of an anonymous victim of the extermination camp, the immediate critical responses to Rosh’s performance came from different directions and expressed very diverse concerns. All of these responses indicated, however, the profound political, symbolic and religious significance of the tooth, the fiercest opposition being voiced not so much by shocked and disgusted journalists and public intellectuals as by the representatives of various Jewish communities
in Germany and Polish officials actively involved in the local commemoration of the former National Socialist camps.

Condemned by the president of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, Paul Spiegel, as an act ‘bordering on blasphemy’, the plan to bury the tooth of the Holocaust victim in the Berlin memorial, as well as the fact that it was left unburied for almost two decades, was a clear violation of Jewish religious law. To take a body part from its place of burial and to attempt to inhume it outside of the Jewish cemetery is patently against the norms of the Halakha. Moreover, the plan outlined for the future handling of the tooth skirted dangerously close to the cult of relics, which is strictly forbidden in Judaism. According to Albert Meyer, the chairman of Berlin’s Jewish community, the implementation of Rosh’s idea would therefore force its members to avoid visiting the Holocaust Memorial, which was, after all, not conceived as and should not be transformed into a Jewish cemetery. He unequivocally castigated both the former treatment of the tooth and the intentions for its future handling. The Orthodox rabbi of the Jewish community of Berlin, Yitzhak Ehrenberg, who initially backed Rosh’s plan, quickly withdrew his support in reaction to the widespread outrage caused by her address and proposed that the molar be buried with all due respect and deference to Jewish law at Berlin’s Jewish cemetery at Scholzplatz.

Yet the Polish officials adopted a slightly different line of reasoning. Focusing on the highly problematic – if not criminal – nature of Rosh’s decision to take the tooth from the site of the former extermination camp, Krystyna Oleksy, a representative of the State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau, framed it as ‘bordering on theft’ and a desecration of the grave. The first director of the newly established museum-memorial site at Bełżec, Robert Kuwałek, also pointed out the almost unlawful character of the deed: ‘It is strictly forbidden to take “souvenirs” whilst visiting our premises’; ‘I have no knowledge of another instance of laying hold of such a peculiar souvenir by one of the guests.’ Thus, he both intimated and explicitly demanded that the tooth be returned to the former camp. Even though a few accounts exist of Holocaust survivors and relatives of Bełżec victims collecting bone fragments and human remains at the site and bringing them for burial in Israel or the United States, apparently unbeknown to Kuwałek at the time, the public display of the ‘Jewish’ molar taken from the former Nazi camp in Poland clearly overstepped too many boundaries. Ultimately, on 16 July 2005, the tooth was brought back to Bełżec and buried – in accordance with Jewish law and with the assistance of a rabbi – in a small box under one of
the trees growing in the vicinity of the recently framed and protected mass graves of the victims of the extermination camp.

There are several reasons why I decided to quote the controversial story of the Bełżec molar as an entry point for the analysis of the material, political and affective afterlives of the human remains at this former National Socialist extermination camp. After all, the posthumous life of the tooth itself can be traced and investigated along various axes, both diachronic and synchronic, spatial and temporal. First, its unquestionable symbolic resonance and ability to mobilise diverse claims to sovereignty over the anonymous body part on religious, legal or political grounds allow an initial glimpse into the complex politics around the human remains from the Holocaust. In this respect, the struggle over the tooth could be perceived as a fascinating, if not somewhat perverse, example of the workings of the ‘dead-body politics’ as described by Katherine Verdery in her *Political Life of Dead Bodies*. Framed as a polysemic and multivocal ‘symbolic vehicle’ and the site of intersection of various constructions of meaning of both the molar and the past that it evokes, the tooth serves as a prism through which one could examine the dynamics of transnationalising Holocaust memory politics, within which all three interested parties, the ‘Germans’, the ‘Jews’ and the ‘Poles’, are pursuing and redefining their own, sometimes conflicting, agendas. In what follows, I will concentrate primarily on the trajectories of dead-body politics in post-war and post-1989 Poland, thus bringing my analysis closer to Verdery’s reflection on the nationally based responses to the postsocialist transformation expressed in the treatment of the ‘political corpses’. Notwithstanding this focus, the story of the Belżec tooth clearly demonstrates that any purely national perspective on ‘the politics of the Holocaust dead’ is virtually impossible. This holds true in the case of Poland, just as is the case in Germany.

Second, the focus on the controversies surrounding the handling of the molar provides an interesting venture point into the following debate on the problematic status of the human remains resulting from the Holocaust. Framed, at times implicitly, through the language of blasphemy, idolatry, desecration and looting, the tooth became a battlefield of conflicting and shifting ‘articulations’, both discursive and those established through practices evolving around it. As a result, the discussions about the tooth’s past and future did not so much stabilise its meaning as contribute to its profound ambivalence, blurring somewhat the distinctions between its various meanings and ‘usages’. The molar transpired...
to be, at the same time, a relic and a trophy, a souvenir and *corpus delicti*, a subject to be literally and symbolically reburied, a private possession and national property.\(^{11}\) Building upon the ideas of Deborah Posel and Pamila Gupta, I would like to provisionally attribute this ambivalence to the specific ontology of the human remains, described by the authors of ‘The Life of the Corpse’ in terms of their ‘dualistic life’.

‘As a material object, on one hand, and a signifier of wider political, economic, cultural, ideological and theological endeavours, on the other, the corpse indeed evades any stable and unambiguous articulation.\(^{12}\) The different though overlapping trajectories of the material and political afterlives of the Bełżec tooth, as an object and as a repeatedly revisited and reinvested ‘symbolic vehicle’, clearly testify to this. Moreover, the ‘dualistic life of the corpse’ could pertain to yet another unstable distinction, that of the ‘object’ from the ‘subject’.\(^{13}\) This unsettling quality of the human tooth as being both a thing (carried for years in a purse) and a remnant of a once living human being, first and foremost, affectively fuelled the debate over the fate of the Bełżec molar. One could therefore see the ethically and aesthetically saturated problem of what is considered permissible and impermissible, thinkable and unthinkable with respect to the body part at its epicentre. Thus, an attempt to frame the various forms of engagement with the bones and ashes resulting from the extermination in the Nazi death camp in Bełżec through the conceptual prism of the ‘uneasy objecthood/subjecthood’ of human remains can be conceived as the main thread of this chapter.\(^{14}\)

Third, the public resonance of Rosh’s performance also serves to illuminate the complex ‘spatial politics’ at play with respect to the remains of the Holocaust victims. The radical out-of-place quality of the Bełżec tooth, suddenly displayed in Berlin at the 2005 celebrations, cannot be reduced merely to the violation of religious prohibitions. Here, the reactions of the Polish authorities seem particularly symptomatic. They certainly suggest the existence of a problematic dimension of the event vis-à-vis the dynamics of spatially mediated politics of the Holocaust dead in Poland. Hence, one could ask, how should such a strong critical response to the anticipated ‘dislocated burial’ of the Bełżec tooth be interpreted? What enabled the controversial travels of the molar from Bełżec to Berlin and back in the first place? What does Rosh’s idea of giving the Bełżec tooth a proper burial in Berlin’s purely symbolical necropolis say about the real cemetery at the site of the former Nazi extermination camp in
Poland, at which the molar was found in 1988, ‘sticking out of the sand among other teeth from Holocaust victims’? 

**Porous graves**

The analysis of early descriptions of the site, created and compiled right after the war, provides a strong entry point to the question outlined above concerning the spatial dimension of the affective, symbolic and political strategies constructed around the human remains resulting from the extermination at Belżec, and their unsettling ‘dualistic afterlife’. Produced and gathered within the framework of the official investigation of the local agency of the Central Commission for the Investigation of the German Crimes in Poland, conducted between 1945 and 1946, these materials offer a detailed portrayal of the fate of the mass graves, bones and ashes of Belżec victims, as well as of various practices revolving around them since 1943. According to the first on-site report written on 10 October 1945, the terrain of the former camp, where the extermination of almost 450,000 Jews occurred between March and December 1942, was not only cluttered with rubbish, mutilated artefacts, broken glass, pieces of bricks and concrete, but had also been dug up greatly. Several deep pits were scattered around the northern and eastern area of the former camp, where it was believed the mass graves were located; the soil around them was covered with unearthed and abandoned skeletonised and decomposing human remains. As stated in the report, ‘bones, sculls, vertebrae, ribs, femurs, jaws, women’s hair … as well as fragments of rotting human flesh, such as hands and lower limbs of small children, lie strewn around all over the dug-up terrain. Besides, tons of ashes from burned bodies and small pieces of cremated bones can be found everywhere on the dug-up ground’. The overpowering stench of rotting human corpses hung heavily over the site.

Briefed by the representatives of the town’s police that the pits had been dug up by local villagers searching for gold and other valuables allegedly hidden among and in the human remains, the investigating judge supplemented the list of queries to be raised during the questioning of the inhabitants of Belżec and neighbouring towns and villages with a direct enquiry concerning the looting of the mass graves. As a result, the witnesses questioned offered very precise and often detailed answers, dispelling any doubts as to the responsibility of the local Polish residents for the devastation of the former camp’s terrain. A rather vague but also extremely inclusive
term, ‘local people’, repeatedly appeared in their statements. The grave-robery, which began immediately after the Nazis in authority left Bełżec in early July 1943, following the disposal of the bodies and dismantling of the camp, could thus be depicted as a ‘community enterprise’. For, even though the looting of the camp site was not practised or accepted by all members of the local populace, it definitely took on the appearance of a phenomenon driven by a group mentality. A railwayman working at a train station near the camp testified that, ‘Until spring 1943 the camp was liquidated, the crew departed and thereafter members of the regional and local populace came to the camp site and dug up the soil in search of valuables’. The accounts collected since 2004 by the employees of the newly established Bełżec museum and interviews, which I conducted, also reaffirm this assumption. I quote sparingly: ‘after the liberation local inhabitants and people from Bełżec’s surroundings came here to find the gold. This activity expanded greatly’, ‘half of [our city] was searching there’, ‘I used to go there as well, just like the majority of my acquaintances’. According to a local policeman, after the camp was liquidated ‘[local people] dug out single corpses, or sometimes mass graves containing several people … They looked for golden teeth in the jaws’.

Moreover, many statements gathered during and after the Bełżec probe vividly portray the practices involved in seizing the legendary ‘Jewish gold’: the demolition of the built structures remaining at the site of the former camp, the burrowing of the area of the camp in search of the burial pits, the digging out of the corpses to divest them of gold teeth, the sifting through ashes to remove gold and prospecting the former camp’s latrine in pursuit of abandoned valuables. ‘[W]ith the help of spades and with bare hands, kneeling on their knees, people would sift the sand mixed with burned human remains in order to find the gold’, admitted an informant who personally participated in the activities, which were at that time, apparently, almost entirely domesticated. Another person recounted: ‘At that time, but also in the following years, it was normal and natural that after school a great majority of the pupils (not all of them) would go in a group to the site of the former camp, where they undertook the searches for the valuables’. Adults, he said, were also prospecting the site, transforming the grave-robery into a business-like activity: ‘Plunderers would sell the gold to real wholesalers of this business … Bełżec wholesalers would then normally recast the gold into ingots and in this form sell it in Kraków’. 
Clearly, intervention by SS officers only temporarily suspended their activity; they immediately reacted to the alarming news from Belżec and decided to erect a farmhouse for a Volksdeutsch man and his family at the former camp as a means to protect its terrain from Polish villagers who unearthed the hidden mass graves, which were seemingly not hidden carefully enough. The looting resumed directly after the escape of the guards in the summer of 1944 and went on practically uninterrupted for years. Even the efforts sporadically undertaken by the local police to put an end to this practice – which was penalised under Polish criminal law – failed.30 ‘When one succeeded in chasing away a group [of diggers], another one appeared straight away,’31 stated the town’s policeman, interrogated in 1945. Jan, who in 1958 worked in Belżec in the vicinity of the camp, told me that, at that time, there was still clear evidence that digging had taken place at the camp and that human remains, ashes and bones were scattered over its terrain. He also discovered small piles of sand in a nearby forest, which, according to the information he was given, had been brought from the burial grounds and sifted through in the forest to prevent discovery by the police.32 Yet, until the late 1950s no grave-robber, or ‘cemetery hyena’ as they were occasionally referred to at that time, was brought to trial. The Regional Court in Lublin sentenced the first four looters from Belżec in 1959 and 1960.33 As a result, the descriptions of the dug-up terrain of the former extermination camp could be found in the official documents of Jewish organisations and Polish governmental agencies up until the early 1960s and, considerably more rarely, in the Polish press.

In 1956 an article entitled ‘Belżec – a Gold Mine: A Report from an Empty Field’, probably the first Polish interpretive gaze into the looting of the camp site, was published in the all-Poland weekly, Świad. Its author, Andrzej Muralsczyk, depicted with great concern the practices evolving at the site of the former extermination camp and briefly summarised the transformative dynamics underlying its social and cultural afterlife: the transition from the era of extermination to, as he called it, ‘the season of the hyenas.’ ‘Belżec was a gold mine for the Reich … The extermination camp did not exist any more, but Belżec was still a gold mine.’34 Pushing Muralsczyk’s valiant literary analogy to extremes, one could nevertheless say that while the dehumanising logic guiding the treatment of the ‘Jewish corpses’ remained almost unchanged, the approach to the mass graves differed radically. After exploiting the bodies of their victims to the most extreme level, the Nazis undertook every effort to dispose of the traces of their crimes. The corpses of the people killed in Belżec
were buried, then exhumed, cremated and buried again. Afterwards, a pine forest was planted on the terrain of the former camp. The main objective of the Nazis was, after all, to remove any visual hint of the graves being, indeed, mass graves. Conversely, the post-war Polish ‘hyenas’ relied first and foremost on their porosity in order to reach their objectives.

The endeavour to theoretically frame these early activities evolving around the human remains of the Bełżec extermination camp is not an easy one. Despite the assumption held by many anthropologists that the universally shared respect towards one’s own dead can take very extreme forms (like, for instance, endocannibalism or, indeed, grave-robbery), there is no existing ethnographic study that presents a convincing argument to suggest that this kind of engagement with corpses was culturally permissible in twentieth-century Poland. On the contrary, the sanctity of graves and cemeteries, as well as the very ambivalent status of the dead body, were well-established cultural conventions, symbolically and affectively structuring the handling of human remains. Thus, the fact that the grave-robbery involved only a small minority of Poles living in the vicinity of Bełżec and, for that matter, all Nazi extermination camps in Poland, and was not representative of Polish society as a whole, does not render it less disturbing. Neither does the existence of other accounts of lootings of the graves of victims of mass violence occurring across cultures and geographies exempt scholars from having to analyse the culturally and historically specific dynamics of those activities whenever they occur on such a large scale.

By the same token, the comparison drawn by some Polish historians between the post-war robberies of German graves on the so-called ‘recovered lands’ and the lootings of the camps in which a large majority of Polish Jews was killed is, in my opinion, somewhat misleading. For it not only blurs the distinction between the pre-war grave of a defeated ‘enemy’ and the mass grave of a brutally murdered ‘fellow citizen’, it also obscures the difference in the political and affective economies guiding the treatment of their remains. Moreover, the historical analyses of the grave-robbers’ activities provided in recent years by Polish scholars focus primarily on the broader context of the Second World War and the effects of long-term German occupation, which enabled and domesticated such behaviours, and rarely on the on-site activities themselves. Additionally, by designating extreme poverty, wartime demoralisation, the omnipresence of theft and the normalisation of death and dying, as well as post-war political and social chaos and resulting impunity, as the
primary conditions of possibility of the grave-robbery, they render a theoretically informed analysis of the looting of the camp sites somewhat elusive. Much more plausible seems the thesis advanced by Jan Gross and Irena Grudzińska Gross in *Golden Harvest*, that not only greed and wartime demoralisation, but also sharp cultural and political divisions in pre-war Polish society, the legacy of Polish anti-Semitism and clear separation between ‘Polish’ and ‘Jewish’ war experiences, prepared the ground for these activities.

Less convincing is the conceptual juxtaposition proposed in *Golden Harvest* of the looting Polish villager with Zygmunt Bauman’s modern, rational ‘gardener’ methodically ridding his surroundings of every trace of the people ‘considered weeds’.

Therefore, building upon the ideas developed by Simon Harrison in *Dark Trophies: Hunting and the Enemy Body in the Modern War*, I would rather see the grave-robbery resulting from radical shifts in the frames of permissibility/impermissibility with respect to the bodily remains of the Jewish Poles as an example of an ‘interstitial practice’. This concept, which Harrison refers to as historically recurrent patterns of violent behaviours towards an enemy’s corpse accompanying warfare conflicts, such as trophy-taking, robbing of body parts or mutilation, denotes a collective ‘deviant or transgressive activity produced by transporting schemas from one domain of social interaction into another’. Interstitial practice is thus a highly problematic and – mostly – culturally prohibited outcome of the ‘misapplication’ of cultural metaphors whereby conduct acceptable to one social realm is restructured in a different social context, whereupon it evolves and becomes normalised in anomalous conditions. Interpreted by Harrison as a form of violence perpetrated across cultural, class or, most often, racial lines, trophy-taking develops from a taboo-breaching conflation of war-waging and practices of hunting resting upon, and performatively leading to, the conceptual transformation of the enemy and (most often) his bodily remains from human into animal. Though Harrison’s fascinating analysis of the racialised logic of dehumanisation visited upon remains of the ‘other’ is not entirely applicable in the context of the lootings of the extermination camp’s mass graves – where the objects found in mass graves functioned not so much as trophies but as commodities – it certainly can provide a theoretical framework to conceptualise those activities.

The hierarchisation of nationalised deaths – even if not justified in strictly racial terms – certainly served to structure the perceptions of and affective dispositions towards Jewish victims of the
extermination camp among the inhabitants of Belżec and the neighbouring villages. This was preconditioned by the pre-war othering of the ‘Jew’ as culturally distant and economically threatening, – radically deepened by the wartime separation of the ‘Polish’ and ‘Jewish’ orders of death and dying that resulted from the exterminatory politics of the occupying forces. The daily observation of the extermination process and (as emphasised by all interviewed witnesses) the troubling long-term sensory participation in its outcomes, which increased greatly when the method of exhuming and burning the corpses had been implemented, must have contributed to the radical distancing from and dehumanisation of the ‘Jewish other’. It probably also ‘aesthetically’ prepared the ground for the following ‘visits’ to the camp site and digging among the decomposing human remains. On the other hand, the fact that the local residents definitely profited financially from the functioning of the extermination centre, for instance by trading food and liquor or, in the case of females, providing sexual services in exchange for the ‘Jewish’ gold and valuables brought from the camp by the guards, had an effect on the framing of the bodily remains resulting from the nearby extermination centre.

Thus, by locating these earlier activities in the broader context of the economically beneficial dimension of the Holocaust for Polish society, one could see them as merely one of many forms of the widespread wartime and post-war practice of ‘repossession of the Jewish property’. This is, in my opinion, exactly the cultural metaphor that provided the conceptual and affective framework within which the ‘interstitial practice’ of grave-robbery could develop, thoroughly blurring the distinction between the reappropriation of ‘post-Jewish’ property, as it was commonly referred to even during the war, and the treatment of the ‘Jewish corpse’. In this context, one statement put forward by a female inhabitant of Belżec seems particularly emblematic: ‘After the war the terrain of the camp was haunted by the seekers of the post-Jewish gold and valuables’. This suggests a radical emotional and conceptual detachment from the humanity of the desecrated Jewish bodies buried on its terrain.

Hence, unlike in the case of trophy-taking where the enemy’s body was handled in a way resembling the treatment of the cadaver of hunted game (a trophy), the ‘Jewish’ bodily remains were seen merely as a commodity or as a depository of ‘Jewish gold’. Consequently, it is not the human/animal (in)distinction – central to Harrison’s analysis of the ‘interstitial practice’ of robbing the body parts of the dehumanised combat opponents – that is the crucial
point here, rather it is that the looting of the camp site was greatly dependent on the perception of the remains of the murdered subjects as mere objects. Thus, the above-mentioned unsettling and irreducible quality of bodily remains, described by Joost Fontein and John Harries as ‘uneasy subjects/objects,’ was denied by the actual forms of engagement with victims’ flesh, bones and ashes developing at the site of the former extermination camp. This radical ‘objectification’ of the human remains, which deprived them of the ‘human’ component, had a dual effect: rendering the mass graves porous, and the Bełżec dead ‘unburiable.’

The burable dead

It is unquestionable that the rites of separation for the treatment of symbolically and politically charged human remains were central in twentieth-century Poland. Even in the face of the consequences of mass death brought about by the Second World War, whose numerous mass graves, burial pits and countless provisionally buried corpses spread all over the war-torn country caused practical challenges, the cultural politics of burial did not undergo any major transformation. On the contrary, the dead-body politics around the victims of Nazism came to occupy a prominent position in legitimising the ideology of the new state apparatus. The practice of inhumation, bringing about the physical and symbolic separation of the living and the dead and the ‘rearticulation’ of the dead in their relation to the living, was considered the most respectful and politically efficacious way of dealing with the corpses, both individual and en masse. The political subjectification of the dead according to dominant interpretations of the recent past was also crucial for the treatment of the corpses coming out of the Nazi camps. As an example, one could consider the concentration and extermination camp Auschwitz-Birkenau, where, as early as 28 February 1945, one month after its liberation, a ceremonial burial of 470 of its victims took place. According to Marta Zawodna, this successfully established a new symbolic order, in which not only the humanity and sanctity of the dead of Auschwitz-Birkenau were asserted, but they were also framed (or better put, reappropriated) politically. Moreover, as Zawodna claims, the religiously framed inhumation of the corpses, even if it did not put an end to the looting of the camp site, once and for all ethically and affectively delegitimised the activity of the grave-robbers plundering Birkenau.
For a variety of reasons, no similar operation of rearticulating the human remains through the practices of political burial was mounted at Belżec at that time. Certainly, the lack of ‘Polish’ victims played a critical role in the symbolic marginalisation of the site, a fate similar to that of all Nazi extermination centres, which did not (simultaneously) perform the function of concentration camps. In this respect, the selective politics of burial reflected the constitution of gradually homogenising post-war Polish society, ‘the hierarchy of dead bodies mirroring the political hierarchy of the Polish state’, to slightly paraphrase Finn Stepputat. Even though the communist-dominated state administration granted relative autonomy to various Jewish organisations in the early post-war years, the lack of financial resources and constant struggles over the sovereignty of Auschwitz-Birkenau and Majdanek with Polish political prisoners’ organisations hugely restricted the possibility of decisive on-site action. The fact that there were only two known survivors of the camp, Rudolf Reder and Chaim Hirszman, greatly reduced the chances that effective lobbying for the commemoration of the camp would take place on behalf of its victims. As a result, apart from provisional excavations carried out within the framework of the official investigation conducted at the site in 1945, no research was undertaken in order to bring to light and protect the mass graves at Belżec. Moreover, no evidence exists to suggest that any clean-up or inventory works were performed at the site before the mid-1950s.

In 1954, on the initiative of the governmental Council for the Protection of the Memorials of Combat and Martyrdom, responding to the demands of Jewish organisations in Poland, the camp was fenced in for the first time. It was probably at this point that a small crypt was erected in the northern area of the camp, in which the bones and artefacts found on its territory were assembled. Yet, as Jan informs me, the small doors leading to it were left unlocked and, consequently, the numerous skulls gathered in the crypt were easily accessible. The fact that the human remains scattered over the territory of the camp surrounded the substitute ‘grave’ only added to its incongruity. As reported by the representatives of the council sent to Belżec in May 1962 – when the decision to commemorate the former camp was finally reached – the traces of digging were still visible at the site. Therefore, the idea to seal off the existing burial pits by covering them with concrete slabs (as was later the case in Treblinka) was presented as the recommended course of action. Additionally, a forester’s lodge was erected at the former camp, its
inhabitants charged with the task of protecting the site from further profanation.

The material, symbolic and political transformation of the remains of the Bełżec victims into ‘dead (political) subjects’ to borrow Fontein’s phrase, took place in 1963. On 1 December, the memorial landscape fashioned by Henryk Jabłuszyński was opened to the public. Designed in the form of a complex of monuments, obelisks, urns and a mausoleum housing the remains of victims of the camp (built over the crypt described above), the landscape was formed to mark the key sites of the extermination centre, such as the gas chamber and burning pyres, and to portray the monstrosity of the events that unfolded at Bełżec. These were framed through a figurative representation of its victims, designed by Stanisław Strzyżński: a sculpture representing the disfigured bodies of two men, one apparently dying, in their last act of human solidarity. The wrongly located mass graves were surrounded by a concrete kerb and covered with a raised lawn. The idea to seal them off was ultimately not implemented. Additionally, the fact that some of the burial pits were not even contained within the fenced-in terrain of the memorial site clearly testified to their purely symbolic character. Nevertheless, the memorial landscape, dedicated to the ‘victims of Nazi terror’, as declared in the inscription engraved on the central monument, unambiguously rearticulated the human remains that were now at least provisionally separated from the living. In line with contemporary state ideology, entangled in broader geopolitical tensions, the dead were both subjectified into a broad community of victims, somewhat lacking a clear national identity, and remade into politically potent reminders of the threat associated with ‘Western imperialism’. It was thus, most probably, the rebuilding of the Bundeswehr (1955) and the approaching expiry in West Germany of the statute of limitations for murders committed during the war (1965) that acted as an incentive to rehumanise the Bełżec dead by making them ‘appropriately meaningful’.

The belated and makeshift character of the spatial and symbolic strategies constructed around the bodily remains resulting from the extermination at the camp soon turned against itself. As a result of the process of natural exhumation, small bone fragments and complete bones began to resurface, pointing out the highly problematic nature of their handling. In 1988, as the history of the Bełżec tooth clearly shows, they were still lying on the ground and could easily be picked up. Moreover, the overall neglect of the site, owing to its low position in the hierarchy of Second World War commemoration
in Poland and its – one can assume – problematic status vis-à-vis the ‘local populace’, began to draw attention and criticism from a number of sources. In 1994 an Israeli citizen, outraged by the state of the site and the anti-Semitic inscription on the monument, alerted international Jewish organisations and the Israeli state. Consequently, in 1995 a formal agreement was reached between the US Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington and the Polish government, obliging the Polish side to redesign the memorial landscape at Bełzec. Soon thereafter, a closed national competition was announced. The winning project, by Polish sculptors Andrzej Sołyga, Zdzisław Pidek and Marcin Roszczyk, was unveiled in the summer of 2004 in the presence of high-ranking officials from Poland, Israel and the United States, Jewish religious authorities from Poland and abroad, and the Holocaust survivors.

The radical, if not somewhat paradoxical, shift in the spatially mediated politics around the remains resulting from the extermination at Bełzec, embedded unquestionably in a broader transformation of the approach to the Holocaust in post-1989 Poland, manifested itself, first and foremost, in the explicit emphasis on the Jewish identity of the dead. This was entirely erased from the 1963 memorial. The project, aimed at honouring the victims according to their cultural and religious traditions, was therefore to be finalised in deference to Jewish law. The rabbinical prohibition against removing or disturbing the graves resulted in their full protection, for instance
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sealing them off once again on a permanent basis. As the project reads, the whole area of the mass graves was covered with a special, heavy-duty geotextile material ... covered with sand and drainage pipes to divert water away from the surface and, in turn, covered with the industrial slag, ensuring that the bone fragments would not resurface. Only a narrow interstice, free from human remains, leading the visitors through the burial grounds from which the path is separated by massive walls, enables access to the cemetery. The implementation of these measures was, this time, preceded by archaeological research conducted in Belżec from 1997 to 2002 by Polish archaeologists employing a very traditional methodology in order to locate the graves – manual drilling penetrating the ground to a depth of around six metres. This is clearly a fundamental breach of the norms of Halakha. Moreover, the excavations were not conducted under rabbinical supervision. The human remains unearthed outside the burial area were simply packed in plastic bags and reburied in one of the thirty-three mass graves uncovered during the excavations.

Interestingly, it was not so much the highly problematic archaeological research as the construction of the interstice cutting across the burial grounds that in 2002 served as an incentive for the Jewish religious authorities and the relatives of the Belżec victims to oppose the memorial project. Voiced most forcefully by the New York rabbi Avi Weiss, the objections pertained to the disrespectful treatment of the ‘tortured and mute remains’ of the Belżec dead framed through the language of desecration.

According to Weiss, all of the soil in the former camp was ‘composed of our people’, whose peace was yet again being disturbed by the extremely invasive spatial intervention. Yet neither his journey to Poland in order to block the construction of the memorial, nor the lawsuit filed against the American Jewish Committee (which in 2002 got involved in the project to commemorate Belżec and replaced the US Holocaust Memorial Museum in its function) was fully successful. Nevertheless, the Polish authorities ensured that the further work on the memorial remained under the strict rabbinical supervision of the chief rabbi of Poland, approved also by the chief rabbi of Israel and the Ultra-Orthodox chairman of the Committee for Preservation of Jewish Cemeteries in Europe, Elyakim Schlesinger. It was, therefore, based on close cooperation between the designers of the memorial landscape and the representatives of the Jewish Cemeteries Rabbinical Commission in Poland, who made sure that the sanctity of the human remains
buried at the former camp was protected in line with the Orthodox interpretations of the Halakha. The victims of the camp were, as a result, perceived through the frame of religious martyrdom. This religious monopolisation of the Belżec dead – essentially in line with the intentions of the Polish side – contributed greatly to their renewed subjectification into a fixed identity, this time that of the Jewish victims of the Holocaust – and less so that of Polish citizens who also happened to be Jewish.

In many ways, the spatial outcome of the dense and controversy-ridden politics surrounding the Belżec dead mirrors and reinforces this unambiguous assertive reinscription of identity. Framed through the presence of religious symbols, such as the menorah or the Star of David, as well as a wall covered with a long list of ‘typical’ Jewish names located at the end of the controversial interstice, the memorial landscape unequivocally transforms the site of the former camp into a Jewish cemetery and rearticulates the human remains resulting from it into members of a clearly defined (and somewhat stereotypically reproduced) community, to whom a proper burial is finally being given. The sense of religiously and politically saturated closure is exacerbated here by a permanent and technologically ensured closing off of the bodily remains of the camp’s victims on the one hand, and by a careful erasure of all traces of its difficult post-war history on the other. As a result, while suggesting the resolution of the unsettled relations between the living and the dead, the transformative process of burial leaves the identity-based division between ‘Jews’ and ‘Poles’ virtually intact; the ‘Poles’ are properly burying the ‘other’. The sacralisation of the site, which strategically blocks any further polemical intervention, goes hand in hand with a hegemonic rearticulation of its Polish-Jewish past facilitated by the very logic of reburial: human remains are once more animated and radically redefined so that the legacy of their previous material and political posthumous lives can finally be put to rest, without being explicitly problematised.

Could this perhaps be one of the reasons for the strong reaction provoked by the sudden emergence of the tooth at the Berlin ceremony in 2005, bringing back the memories of the complex ‘dualistic afterlives’ of the remains resulting from the extermination at Belżec – the lootings and the site’s long-lasting neglect – and the obvious implication that the graves might had been sealed off too prematurely?
Human remains in society

‘Excessive reminders’

The ability of human remains to evade, problematise or radically question the material, symbolic and political strategies constructed around them has for some time now become subject to scholarly interest. Theorised in terms of the ‘agency of bones’ and dead bodies, founded both in their ‘affective presence’ as extensions of once-living human beings and in their materiality as objects or, more recently, in their constantly changing material properties as things, the capability of bodily remains not only to animate but also to ‘act back’ and subvert the spatially mediated dead-body politics lies, as the case of the Bełzec tooth exemplifies, in their constitutive excessiveness, symbolic and literal. According to Harries and Fontein, precisely because they are excessive, uneasy objects/subjects, human remains defy not only political and symbolic endeavours to make them ‘appropriately meaningful’, but also ‘techniques of subjectification and objectification’, rendering any hegemonic closure of the meaning of the dead, if not impossible, then at least open to contestation. They are, from this perspective, neither entirely mute (Avi Weiss), nor fully containable – their unexpected materialisations, uncontrollable travels and relentless transformations are an integral part of their material, affective and political afterlives.

The controversial journeys of the Bełzec molar provides just one of many examples demonstrating how human remains can perform their unobtrusive agency and act as ‘excessive and stubborn reminders’ that, in Shela Sheikh’s words, have ‘the potential to resist identification … burial, and sacralization’. An agency that presents both symbolic and practical challenges to the politics surrounding the Holocaust dead and suggests a problematic dimension of the redemptive closure spatialised at the former camp – although ultimately arrested and pacified through its ‘proper’, itself somewhat belated, inhumation. It can also take the form of affective circulation of ghost stories and uncanny narratives, resting upon the ‘excessive potentiality’ pertaining to the ‘human’ dimension of bodily remains, which bears witness to the unresolved legacies of violence and neglect. In this respect, the long history of grave-robery resulting from the radical objectification of the Bełzec dead seems to provide a particularly fertile ground for the proliferation of such narratives. The tentative accounts of sudden deaths or instances of madness among the most notorious ‘cemetery hyenas’, of the unexpected and severe illnesses suffered by their offspring, of the inability to ‘make money’ on the ‘Jewish gold’ and of the extremely short lifespan of the animals bought from it, recounted in recent years by the inhabitants...
of Belżec, clearly testify that the local populace ‘haunting’ the terrain of the former camp in search of gold is, in turn, haunted back. The uneasiness vis-à-vis the practices perpetrated on the bodily remains of its victims is also expressed in the unsettling encounters with non-figurative ghosts also experienced by representatives of the second generation. As an example, one can quote the story of a middle-aged man who, in 2005, arrived at the newly opened museum in order to return a golden ring, given to him by his grandmother, after a young, beautiful ‘Jewess’ visited him in a dream and ordered him to do so.83

This belatedly transformed affective disposition towards the Belżec dead – reinscribing them with posthumous ‘subjectivity’ and the ability to act back – nevertheless has very limited critical potential. Centred on the problematic dimension of the ‘repossession’ of the property of the victims and the restoration of the sense of justice shaken by the effective and long-lasting robbery, these narratives paradoxically reproduce the violence-generating polarised identity politics underlying the treatment of the bodily remains of Belżec victims. The score being settled between ‘Jews’ and ‘Poles’ is strongly implied by the disturbingly phantasmic reference to the ‘Jewish gold’ and the ‘beautiful Jewess.’ Here, a statement by an elderly female inhabitant of Belżec seems (again) particularly emblematic: when the Jewish ghosts appear, ‘one has to cross oneself aloud, then the evil will go away. They were not baptised, that is why they return.’84 The legacy of the exclusive othering of the ‘Jew’ remains remarkably intact.

The lingering, affective presence of the dead evoked by the uncanny narratives recounted by those dwelling in the proximity of the former camp and the mass graves of its victims also has, however, a much more disturbing ‘corporeal’ counterpart, insusceptible to the identity-based politics of the dead. As shown in the work of Polish artist and scholar Elżbieta Janicka, the photographic series The Odd Place (2003–04), the problem of the persistent endurance of the traces of the extermination at the sites at which it took place does not, after all, have a purely symbolic character. In six large-format photographs taken at the former Nazi death camps in Poland (Auschwitz-Birkenau, Majdanek, Treblinka, Sobibór, Chelmno and Belżec), Janicka captured the air drifting above their grounds, penetrated for years by the ashes resurfacing from the porous graves. The images showing white surfaces enclosed within black frames and supplemented with inscriptions stating the exact dates when the pictures were taken ‘represent’ the tacit circulation of the burned remains above the post-Holocaust landscapes. At the same time, the work points out the ongoing relationship between the living and the
dead mediated and sustained through this uncontrollable circulation. ‘The ashes flow in the air. We breathe this air … The ashes are in the soil, in the rivers, on the meadows, and in the forests – subjected to constant recycling, in which we participate,’\textsuperscript{85} the artist states.

Interestingly, the thesis advanced in the artwork has found ‘confirmation’ in reality. When archaeological research was conducted at Belżec in the late 1990s, it was discovered that the forester’s house erected at the site in the 1960s was located in the immediate vicinity of one of the mass graves. The well used by its inhabitants was tested and it was confirmed that the water was contaminated, as one of the residents assumed, by the decomposition products from human corpses, which had penetrated the groundwater.\textsuperscript{86} The many families dwelling in the house for almost four decades had been drinking water polluted by the bodily remains of the Belżec dead. This extreme example thus provides an enormously appealing mirror image of the sensory participation of the local populace – for many months exposed to the stench of the burning corpses – in the extermination process, now taking the form of unintentional, corporeal partaking in their decay. It nevertheless perfectly captures the logic of Janicka’s argument: the constant, uncontainable flow of ashes and the seepage of bodily fluids of Belżec victims establishes an exchange between the dead and the living, ‘Jews’ and ‘Poles’, adding a new dimension to their unsettled relations. Described by the artist in terms of the impossibility of a complete and permanent burial of the victims of the camp, the material circulation of their remains, which resists and blurs the identity-based divisions separating them, designates the ‘Poles’ – at least as processual and relational bodies – to act as sarcophagi for the otherwise unburiable dead.
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